DESIGNED ESPECIALLY for the
tailgate of popular utility vehicles,
the PT-10 by the ProTurf Division
of O. M. Scott & Sons is the latest
addition to the company’s line of
turf care products. The power rotary
spreader is designed to be used with
any maintenance vehicle and is con-
trolled from the driver’s seat with a
positive “on-off” switch. The unit is
operated with a sturdy electric
motor powered by a 12-volt bat-
tery. The PT-10 has a 2,800 cu. in.
hopper capacity with a 1,400 cu. in.
hopper extension.

A SYSTEMIC fungicide offering a
broad spectrum of activity, Cleary’s
new 3336 is a safe, wettable powder
that stimulates treated sections to
grow greener and faster. In its mar-
teted form, 3336 is inert, but after
spraying, it slowly begins to hydro-
lyze and releases an active fungicide
metabolite. Best results for 3336 are
as a fungistat, before disease occurs.
Weekly sprayings on greens provide
disease-free areas with superior color.

TO FIGHT course vandalism on
club buildings, Harley Rand Cor-
poration is now marketing an in-
stant graffiti remover. Available in
14 ounce cans, the remover is de-
signed for easy removal of marks
caused by crayons, magic markers,
spray paints, lipsticks, grease paints
and chalk. The product has been
field-tested by over 100 mainte-
nance departments throughout the
northeast United States. The
remover is sold in a case of 12 and
individual sample cans are avail-
able.

VERSATILE as a bumper pool,
game or additional dining table, the
Nova III is a new innovation for the
clubhouse from Ebonite. The
Nova’s convertible top, 29.5 x 45.5
inches, is supported by solid ta-
pered wood legs with built-in leg lev-
elers. Features include a top quality
no-fade rust bedcloth of wool and
nylon blend, lathe turned hard-
wood bumpers, burnished walnut
wood grain and burn-resistant mica
finish. A set of carom balls and two
49-inch professional cue sticks and
chalk are included accessories.

TURF VAC’S new Model 70 is a
sweeper that cleans both turf and
pavement efficiently. Utilizing a un-
ique all vacuum design, the unit has
a powerful tornado of air that lifts
grass clippings, leaves and trash of
all kinds from flat surfaces, under
dry or wet conditions. The unit in-
cludes such features as a wider
sweeper-width, front loading
(wheels behind scoop), four-wheel
suspension plus fast unloading
without leaving the driver’s seat.
The 18 horsepower sweeper can
keep turf maintenance costs and
time to a minimum with regular and
thorough use. An easy dump hopper
and floating scoop are also in-
cluded.

VERSATILE as a teaching aid for the pro
or the beginning golfer, the Moon
Retriever is the latest innovation for
driving ranges. The completely
automatic unit can be utilized for
practice chipping, driving or even
putting. A tough monofilament
nylon line anchors the ball to the
portable retriever. Two return
speeds, 100 yards in 20 seconds and
200 yards in 40 seconds, allow the
golfer to correct errors and get ready
for the next shot. The unit is
equipped with a 12-volt Gel-cell
rechargeable battery. The retriever
is patented and has a one-year
guarantee.

BALANCE, PRECISION and
accuracy are the watchwords of La-
Francis’ latest line of putters.
Custom craftsmanship for 17 years
help match the precise club to the
preferences of each golfer.
COMBINING the aspects of slow-motion, stop-action and frame by frame playback, the latest model of the Sony Golf Clinic offers the teaching pro a valuable and versatile aid. The system is capable of analyzing the motion of the swing and its speed, the weight shift and the down force in the swing and the measurement of moving objects. The package includes a video cassette recorder, camera, external TV monitor and speed sensor equipment.
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SEVERAL units of internal automated laundry systems are now available from G. A. Braun, Inc. The top loaders vary in size from 200 to 900-pound capacities. Constant results are achieved at low operating costs.
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ADAPTABLE to either outdoor or indoor use, the Jayfro G-4D golf cage is constructed with the most durable, extra-strength denier knotless nylon. Completely enclosed, the cage controls total driving action. For indoor use, the cage offers the added safety feature of completely restraining the impact of the ball after the drive. Supporting framework of the unit includes sturdy aluminum construction.
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COFFEE, BOUILLON and other hot drinks can now be served quickly and efficiently with Cambro’s Camtainers. The five or 10-gallon beverage servers can be located in a snack bar or grill area for speedy self-service. Five types of color-coded, single use, foam cups are provided with the units. Near boiling temperatures can be maintained due to the unit’s excellent insulating qualities.
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BUILT TO LAST, Adirondack Rib-Infused Steel lockers might be the answer to replacing units in the lockerroom. Available in five different colors, the lockers provide greater rigidity and can take a lot of punishment with a minimum of surface scratches. All locker compartment bottoms are galvanized steel for positive rust protection and longer life.
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OFFERING a variety of new features and accessories, the current model of Steamex’ hot water extraction carpet equipment makes clubhouse cleaning quicker. The U.S. Floor Systems product utilizes a complete line of attachments to simplify maintenance and improve ease of operation.
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BRINGING BEAUTY, utility and low maintenance to trash and litter pickup on the course, Hanson’s new Concrete Containers are durable, but lend a pleasing alternative for the environment. The units accommodate standard galvanized trash cans or plastic bags and unlike wood or metal containers withstand fire, rain and abusive use without requiring chemical treatment.
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RESEARCH by Northrup King has produced two new highly compatible Kentucky Bluegrasses that form a blend better than any single cultivar. The blend called Aquila/Parade is the product of 10 years of Northrup King efforts. The combination holds its density and dark green color under low to moderate nitrogen fertilizer.
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STRONGER than any cart of its type in the world, the Cantilever Carts from Bloomfield Industries can make dining room loading jobs faster and more convenient. Accessible from three sides the carts offer a trio of 13-inch shelves. Aisle-saver design lets top shelf slide over table top for easy bussing. A tough steel frame will withstand the roughest use. Bloomfield has six models ready for sale.
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GOLF GLOVES of distinction are now on the market with the ParMate label. The Super Velcro model comes in more than eight colors and is the answer to high fashion with a reasonable price. A full length back opening is featured for easy on-and-off.
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